
GREEN LINKS
Sustainable Corridors in the Urban Environment



Green Links consist of parks and green routes within 
the city all linked together in one network. A green 
network can function as a lung for a city environment 
offering breathing space for its inhabitants, space for 
recreation and leisure, as well as environmental benefits 
such as control of temperature, humidity and air 
pollution. 

Urban farming works on multiple levels:
• To provide a sense of community for the people
taking part in such a project and those affected by it.
• To help educate people about local products and
caring for their environment.
• To revive derelict parts of a city.
• To reduce the carbon footprint of the food

production cycle.

Investigation of Green Links in the Urban Environment 
and possible combination with Urban Farming projects 

We will be exploring some examples from around the UK

and feasibility of implementation in the City of Plymouth 



Middlesbrough Urban Farming Project

The Green Grid Framework is one of four sub-regional landscape

frameworks under the Thames Gateway regeneration programme. It is a

network of green spaces that occupy all of the North East, most of the

South East and part of the North sub-regions of the London Plan while

keeping its sub-regional boundaries permeable, connecting town centres

with public transport nodes, the Green Belt, the Thames, and other major

employment and residential areas.

The Grid promotes the creation of a network of high quality, multi-

functional open spaces, maximising opportunities for improved quality of life.
The network includes open spaces, corridors and links in between, of varying

size and character. It includes the full range of different types of open space,

including both publicly accessible and private land, such as parks,

allotments, commons, woodlands, natural habitats, recreation grounds,

playing fields, agricultural land, burial grounds, amenity space and

children’s play areas.

Middlesbrough Urban Farming project’s design-led
approach uses urban agriculture to resolve 
sustainability and lifestyle challenges, and has led to 
major investment from the Healthy Community 
Challenge Fund.

Manor and Castle Green 

Estate, Sheffield

The transformation of the “worst estate in Britain” 

into a £1.8 million turnover business by converting 

its disused green spaces into exotic meadows and 

naturalistic play grounds.

East London Green Grid



The Ideal Location?

The Hoe

Large expanses of open green 

spaces and woodlands

Tamar and Plym

The Sound

Low density 











• Residential Surburbia

• One central “high street”

• Bisected by the Railway Line

• Some distinguished historic private houses

Stoke Centre
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Utilising expanses of 
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Infrastructure

• Council/ Urban Administrators are likely to be hostile to urban food growing- tending to think of it as messy business for which 

there is ‘no place for in modern cities’. There is no obvious economic gain to the council but there are many soft benefits.

• Plymouth could benefit from reducing its economic losses associated with treating health related problems proven to be 

counteracted by the creation of green spaces within the city.

• A grid of green spaces can reduce heat islands in the city associated with dense urban grain.

• Plymouth has a higher than national average number of un-employed.  They could be offered jobs or shares in a green venture 

company that somehow makes money from revenue at the markets.  Also the selling of the skills they learn on the project,  i.e

selling themselves out as consultants,  a bit like the green company project in Sheffield mentioned in previous power point.

• Regular farmers markets held in the city centre are already popular and known by the cities inhabitants.  These could initially 

be used as the community food market.  Whereby all the various community groups are given a stall, on which they sell/give 

away their produce.  As they get larger and more well known, they can then split to form more localised markets that are all 

co-ordinated with one another.  I.E  city wide farmers markets,  rather than just one in the centre.



Infrastructure- Farmers Markets



Development Patterns
• Plymouths development of has, throughout its history, been primarily one of sprawl rather than densification of it building stock.  

This spread and abundance of undeveloped green space, lends itself to the URBAN FARM way of life.

• Therefore including space for these markets and grow zones in any new developments, such as the proposed new town out by 

Tavistock and Plymton, would in a wider urban strategy, benefit the network of grow zones and markets,  helping to bring new 

developments into the existing urban fabric.

• The wide, formal ‘negative spaces’ formed by the wide streets in the city centre and the increasingly varied urban grain and 

existing open space in the suburbs creates opportunities for various sizes, scales and characters of green areas to be linked.

• There is little high rise development in Plymouth compared to most other cities, therefore a larger proportion of residential

households have access to a front of rear plot- with the potential to grow there own produce.

Topography
• The green areas within the city are predominantly sited on steep inclines not suitable for development. Terracing these 

slopes would help to improve accessibility for potential allotments and access.

• Current waiting list in the central park allotments is 2 years.

• Plymouth is in the ideal geographical location to utilise a green grid  for the enhancement of ecological connectivity along 

and between rivers, tributaries green corridors and fragmented habitats.

Natural Resources
• Plymouth has a great climate for growth.  Plenty of sun and sadly for us, but not for plants, plenty of rain.  Very easy to grow in 

Plymouth.  Just plant and leave and you will have crops.

• If implemented strategically, a green grid in Plymouth could reduce the flood risk in the city. Precedent studies have shown 

that the grids enhance storage capacity and allow greater permeability in the public realm.



Transport
• Old transport links, i.e. old railway lines tend to be left to waste land.  There could be a change in policy to turn these over to the 

community to either use as market places or allotments,  or possibly a blend of the two.   One great example of a site is behind 

Wickes DIY on Exeter street.

• Plymouth’s Transport Network is currently focused around roads, the implementation of a green grid would allow more 

widespread cycle routes.




